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 Objective: To consider 
identifying, through joint or 
separate but coordinated 
competitive processes, those 
resources that have the 
greatest potential to help 
meet the region’s renewable 
energy goals at the lowest 
“all-in” delivered cost to 
consumers – the cost of 
generation & transmission 
combined 

 In January, 2012, NESCOE 
advanced New England 
States’ Consensus Draft 
Framework for Public Policy 
Projects & Associated Cost 
Allocation -  one way, but not 
the only way, projects that 
further public policy 
objectives could move 
forward in New England  



2009: Governors’ Renewable Energy Blueprint   
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 ISO Technical Analysis: New 
England has more renewable 
resources than it needs; could 
export if developed aggressively   

States’ Policy Observations: 
Interest in lowest all-in delivered cost,  
potential opportunities through 
coordinated contracting & siting  

www.nescoe.com 



2010: Report to the New England Governors  
Coordinated Renewable Procurement  
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   Assessed New England states’ power 
procurement practices, processes, looked for 
coordination opportunities  

  Preliminary information about potential 
mechanisms to coordinate competitive 
procurement of renewable resources  

  Identifies some potential terms & conditions 
& possible regulatory approval process 
approaches concerning renewable procurement 



Early 2011: Renewable Request for Information  
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Criteria: 
    New resources 
    Deliverable to New England loads  
    Operational by 2016 &  
    Eligible for all 5 New England states’ RPS  & VT’s renewable         
goals (wind, solar, landfill gas, small hydro & biomass) 
    Other: sought information from transmission developers on 
transmission that could facilitate delivery 
     No Cost Information Requested  

Market inquiry about resources with potential to help meet renewable 
energy goals at lowest ‘all-in’ delivered cost & for which a coordinated 
competitive procurement process could facilitate commercial 
development 



RFI: Renewable Generation Responses  
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Highlights:  

•  4,700 MW 
by 2016  

•  90% wind  
on & off 
shore 

•  50+% 
Maine on-
shore wind 



RFI: Transmission Responses  
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   Highlights: 

•  1 off-shore 

•  1 NY-VT 
upgrade 

•  5 Maine to load, 
generally 
consistent with 
generator 
submissions  
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NESCOE undertook analysis to provide directionally 
indicative cost analysis in relation to new on- & off-shore 
wind resources to help inform policymakers’ decisions 
about the potential for coordinated competitive renewable 
power procurement  
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 Assessed amount of wind resources developable in New 
England (2016 & 2020) & New York  (2020) 

 Estimated generation cost for various wind resources in New  
England & New York  

 Estimated indicative transmission costs to integrate wind into 
regional power supply 

Resource Focus - Maine & NH Wind  
•  Corresponds to predominant resource responding to NESCOE’s 2011 
renewable RFI & resources in ISO-NE’s 2009 New England Governors’ Study 
•  Does not indicate preference for wind relative to other renewable resources 
available to help New England meet clean energy objectives 

Renewable Supply Curve Analysis 



The Transmission Factor  

If no additional transmission 
was required to integrate wind  

Including estimated 
transmission costs shifts to 

off-shore & imports 
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   In 2016, 72% of incremental 
regional needs for renewables 
would be met by on-shore 
wind in Maine. Imports would 
supply 8%. 

   In 2020, 47% of incremental 
regional needs for renewables 
would be met by on-shore 
wind in Maine. Imports would 
supply 20%.  

  In 2016, 44% of incremental 
regional needs for renewables 
would be met by off-shore 
wind & imports. Maine on-
shore wind would meet 36%. 

  In 2020, 45% of incremental 
regional needs for renewables  
would be met by off-shore 
wind & imports. Maine on-
shore wind would meet 32%.  
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Stakeholder Input on Public 
Policies that Drive Transmission  

NESCOE Public Policy 
Determination to ISO 

NESCOE Identifies Scenario 
Analysis Assumptions - 

stakeholder input 

ISO conducts Scenario Analysis 
- stakeholder input on ISO’s 

draft analysis 

NESCOE communicates 
whether states interested in next 
step – if yes, transmission study 

ISO-NE Detailed Transmission 
Study - stakeholder input on 

parameters  

ISO preliminary determination 
about extent to which  proposed 
project also meets other needs 

such as reliability 

State regulatory evaluation & 
decisions by Participating 

States,  
including approved 

cost recovery approach 

ISO puts project in RSP & 
executes cost recovery per state 

regulatory decisions 

NESCOE Order 1000 Framework Process Overview  



 NESCOE Framework Highlights  
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 For efficiency & practicality, makes use of existing New England 
planning processes & mechanisms – economic study, Planning Advisory 
Committee, etc.  

 Stakeholder input is central: stakeholder input opportunity at each step 
in the process 

 Some Public Policy Projects may also meet other needs, such as 
reliability 

 Transmission project cost estimates, control & assurance of benefits 
of central importance to states’ cost/benefit analysis  



Overview of States’ Roles  
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  States seek to provide consensus views, following stakeholder input, through 
NESCOE on -  

1.   public policies that drive transmission needs,  
2.   parameters of Public Policy (Economic) Study, &  
3.   if state interest, parameters of more detailed transmission analysis 

   States decide whether to be Participating States in proposed project 
•   no involuntary allocation 

  Final state analysis & decisions by Participating States’ regulatory authorities  
•  Provides open, formal process for stakeholders & interested persons 
•  Results in formal state decision upon which ISO-NE will base cost 
allocation 



State Regulatory Evaluation & Decision  
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  Public Policy Project only moves forward if Participating States 
conclude expected benefits outweigh expected costs 

  Evaluation requires mechanisms for cost control & assurance of 
delivery of benefits  

•   Power purchase agreements or other contractual arrangements 
will ensure commitments in place 
•   Such contractual agreement may provide, for example, for 
recovery of  transmission costs through tariff 

   To be a Public Policy Project, any contract or inclusion of 
transmission costs associated with public policy projects will be 
approved by state regulatory authority 
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Thanks. 

More information about NESCOE’s work at www.nescoe.com 
& on Facebook  


